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Customer impact at Capio Ringen
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Capio Ringen, one of Stockholm's largest primary care centres with 27.000
registered patients, had a unsustainable situation with:

•
•
•

Low availability on the phone and 4-6 weeks waiting time for
appointments
Overcrowded walk-in clinic . Drop-in often had to close earlier
Unsustainable workload for staff.

SOLUTION
Capio Ringen replaced the physical drop-in with digital triage to better help
and prioritise their patients using Doctrin Platform.
The patient could reach the service through their website online or when
calling the care unit to receive a link to the platform via text message. Capio
Ringen managed to transfer a little more than a third of all patients to the
digital channels with an active information campaign.
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What did we achieve ?
Capio Ringen clinic, 27,000 patients
IMPROVED MEDICAL
QUALITY

%
+31

Same Day Access: from 73% to 95%

%
+45
Continuity: more patients got to see
their own doctor or specialist nurse
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INCREASED
EFFICIENCY

%
33
Productivity: more patient contacts
per clinical hour.
Reducing waits for non-urgent
appointments from 5 weeks to 2 days

%
-39

Resource utilisation: Reduction of
frequent attenders

PATIENT
SATISFACTION

%
95

of the patients would recommend the
platform to others

%
31
Reduction in phone calls

We make it work – Proven track record

3.5M

Patient cases in Sweden, Norway, Czech
Republic and the United Kingdom

11,500

Users across professions

330+
Settings
• Primary Care
• Integrated Care
• Mental Health
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Healthcare units implemented
using the Doctrin change
management model
•
•
•

Acute
Specialist Care
Community Care

•
•
•

Therapies
Social Care
Health Insurance

Doctrin patient journey

Patient seeks care
- Triage
- Digital consultations
- Pre-visit planning
- Administrative queries

ID VERIFICATION

SIGN-POSTING

AUTOMATED MEDICAL
HISTORY

SWITCHBOARD

COMMUNICATION

WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT &
COLLABORATION

Digital
consultation
Physical
consultation
NHS login

Send-outs
Caregiver contacts patient
- Health Checks
- Chronic disease Care
- Scheduled follow Up
- Population Health Management
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Customer
defined
signposting

Medical
history
questionnaire

Structured
medical history
report

Rule based
Invite,
Patient-clinician
sorting to
handover,
communication
profession
Video, text or phone refer within
including ARRS
or between
units

SETTINGS
- Primary Care
- Mental Health
- Pharmacy

-Integrated Care
- Secondary Care
- Community Care
-

Self-care

- Therapies
- Social Care
- Virtual Hubs

A consultation platform with deep medical
content

Avoid
Physical
visits

Convert
to digital
consult

Shorten
and
improve
physical
visits

Every type of unit can achieve these effects regardless if
primary care, specialist care, hospital Care, elderly care etc.
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Operate
at
scale

Multiple units collaborating
e.g. centralised off hour units
can be setup load balancing
support for multiple units

Integrated
care

Healthcare ecosystems,
enabling seamless patient
journeys between healthcare
units e.g. Between primary
care and secondary care

Focusing on the Patient
3rd
Sector
Primary
Care

Secondary
Care
Community
Teams

PCN
ARS
Urgent
Care
Out of
Hours
Social
Care
Care
Homes
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Mental
Health

Private
Sector

Focusing on the Patient
●

Integrating Care Settings

3rd
Sector
Primary
Care

Secondary
Care
Community
Teams

PCN
ARS
Urgent
Care
Out of
Hours

Care
Homes
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Social
Care

Mental
Health

Private
Sector

Enabling Unit based & integrated care
ICS

Population Coverage

ICS Place

Acute
• Pathway Navigation
• Urgent Care

PCN
Practice
•
•
•
•
•

Out of Hours
Virtual Teams
Social Care
Care Home
3rd Sector

•
•
•
•
•

PCN resources
Care Navigators
Social Prescribing
Community
Mental Health

•
•
•
•
•
•

Management
Outpatient Triage
Virtual Outpatients
Pre/Post OP
Discharge Planning
Clinician Initiated
Follow up
Patient Initiated
Follow Up

Care Integration
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• Integrated Care
• Pathway
•
•
•
•
•
•

Navigation
Social Care
Discharge
Planning
Care Sector
partnership
MDT working
Safeguarding
Education

• Care Networks
• Referral
Pathway
• Centres of
Excellence
• Tertiary Care

Reference customers
Healthcare provider

Characteristics

Clinical areas in Doctrin Platform

Swedens biggest private* healthcare
provider

Prakitik

Swedens second biggest private*
healthcare provider

Primary care, well baby clinics, maternity care,
paediatrics, neurology, rehabilitation medicine.
.

Sweden's largest idea-driven provider of
health and care
Primary care

Hospital based gastroenterology, radiology, advanced
home care, stoma care. Pending implementation early
2022: Cardiology, Diabetes, Endochrinology, Surgery.

14 Unit partnership in England serving a
population of 175,000 within the NHS.
One of the leading innovative groups in
the UK

Primary Care
Integrated Care
PCN care

One of Czech Republics biggest private
healthcare providers

Primary care, occupational health, paediatrics.

Astrid Lindgren Children’s hospital
delivering highly specialist peadiatric
care

Hospital based paediatric: neurology, rheumatology,
orthopedics, neurosurgery.
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*Publically funded and accessible

Customer testimonials

“

Day three with our new service, we
can confirm that we have had a
flying start! So far, over 100 people
have contacted us this way and we
believe this way of communicating
is smoother, safer and better for
many of our patients

“

Doctrin’s medical content and
experience of conducting change
work through digitalisation with an
understanding of the specific
requirements that must be taken
into account in healthcare made us
choose them as a partner.
Jan-Åke Zetterström,
Head of Ersta Sjukhus

“

Ringen

We were almost shocked by how
fast the transformation happened.
We instructed the drop-in patients
how they, via the chat function,
start their visit by filling in a
medical form. Several patients are
entirely assisted through the chat
function, whereas some may need
an additional physical visit and
tests.
Katarina Wettin,
Regional Chief Medical Officer

“

Lakeside
Healthcare

"Doctrin is easy to use and
navigate and we have been hugely
impressed, both with the ease of
the system and the support we
have had from the company itself.
Its first month of operation at
Oundle has been incredibly
positive. This has provided easier
and more convenient access for
those patients who can and want
to use a digital platform, while
enabling better phone access for
those that can’t use digital
technology.
Dr Miles Langdon
Chief Medical Officer

Source: Company information.
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Implementation
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The Doctrin way

Effective and well-proven change management approach for real value creation.

1

Plan: how and why

2

Implementation

Why: Well defined challenges and
problems addressed during the
implementation.

Changed ways of working

What: What is the vision and long-term
goals.

Training

Who: Find ambassadors, clarify
responsibilities and remove barriers to
success
How: How will the implementation take
place? How will we measure results and
achievements?
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Communication & anchoring

3

Data: learning and improving
Data:
We visualise and follow-up on our
customers' results with anonymised data
Continuous improvements:
We collect feedback and lessons learned.
We analyse and draw conclusions from
your data to identify potential
improvements.

Timeline
● Increased patient access
● Increased clinical quality
● Improved working environment

Planning meeting

1-2 months before
live

1

● Productivity gains within 2 weeks.
● Continuous follow-ups with Doctrin Analytics.

Start
meeting
4 weeks
before start

Ways of working

User training

3 weeks before
start

1 week before golive

2

3

4

Go-Live

Follow up

5

6

Continuous check-ins with Implementation Specialist at Doctrin
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Continuous follow up with Doctrin
and independently with each unit

We recognise that for some clients this may be challenging programme and we will work with you to agree timescales that meet your needs

Project Plan
Week
Activity
Project Initiation
Project Initiation
•
Confirm Requirements
•
Agree timescales, roles and owners
Awareness Meeting
Design & Configuration
Review and design new ways of working
• Design new ways of working
• Review & localise clinical content
• Technical Configuration
Staff Training
Readiness
Pre Go live review
•
Support call
•
Go Live Checklist
•
Clinical Sign-Off
GO LIVE
Enhanced Support
Communications
•
Internal
•
External
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Key Workstreams

Design & Configuration
● Understand how you work currently
● What challenges do you face
● How can we redesign the platform and ways of working
Review & Localise clinical content
● Check the self care and signposting details for the relevant
questionnaires
● What teams and roles do you have
● What meeting rooms do you need
● How do you want the Sorting Hat configured
● Technical Configuration
● Configure your Doctrin Unit(s)
Training
● Training Needs Analysis
● Provided as a 2 hour session - combining trainer led and
self-discovery using the training solution. Video of session
and training solution access for those who can’t attend
● Try the platform as a patient and as a User in the training
environment
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Readiness
● Support Desk call
● Complete Go Live Checklist
● Clinical Sign Off & Go Live confirmed
● Check NHS Login and Unit connection
Go Live
● Doctrin will be on site and available by telephone, email
or teams
Enhanced Support
● Daly project calls
● to Customer Success Team
Communications & Marketing
● Regular updates
● Comms programme for patients and key stakeholders
● Staff let patients know what is happening and when

Implementation Groups

Implementation Group

Activity

Project Management

•

Project Management and Planning & Project Review

Concept Development &
Onboarding

•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction, Vision & Goals
As-Is Patient Journeys & pain points
To-Be Patient Journeys
Medical Content Configuration
KPI’s and Definition of Success Metrics
Routines & Ways of Working

Technical Platform
Configurations & Testing

•
•

Technical Platform Configuration
Testing

End-user training & Support
flows

•
•
•

End User Training
Super User / Admin training
Technical Support training
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The UK team
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The UK Team

Craig Oates
Managing
Director

Dr Helen Davies
Clinical Director

Elise Rydmark
Customer Success

Sofia Widén
Implementation
Specialist

Dr Jenny Censin
Clinical Content

Supported by over 100 people across the Doctrin Group
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John Evans
Business
Development

Tove Karlsson
Head of customer
support & medical
content editor

Additional slides
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Project Approach

Module
Activity
0. Continuous Project •
Project
•
Management Management and
Planning
•
•
•
•
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Contents, Purpose & objectives
Project management and planning
Project plan setup, including meeting structure
Project team meetings (weekly or exceptionally as required)
Steering committee (as required)
Partner launch meeting
Follow-up meetings as agreed

Project Approach
Contents, Purpose & objectives
A series of sessions with your team to introduce Doctrin, discuss the project and how the wider organisation will operate.
We will go through your current challenges, discuss, and understand your vision and goals for the implementation, and walk
through the integration steps and prerequisites to assure a successful implementation.
•
Scope and jointly develop the concept, defining the “Why and the What” of implementing Doctrin
•
Jointly set and agree the implementation plan
•
Establish the future goals and vision
•
Understand key stakeholders and their needs
•
Identify the central project team and agree roles and responsibilities
•
Communications Plan
2. As-Is Patient Journeys •
Understand the current patient journeys & ways of working, (As-Is) incl. pain points and areas for improvement areas
& pain points
(both for patients, clinicians, and staff)
3. To-Be Patient Journeys •
Establish the ideal To-Be Patient journeys
•
Map new digi-physical patient journeys, identify patient groups and define changes to existing ways of working
•
Confirm the detailed
4. Integration Workshop •
Confirm any additional integration requirements
•
Design the integration roadmap
5. Clinical Content and
Introduction to UK Primary Care clinical content, diverse types of questionnaires and proposed “Sorting Hat” model
Configuration
Selection and prioritisation of clinical content and questionnaires based on patient journeys and care setting
Client to provide self-care and signposting data
If necessary, identify need for new medical content to be developed.
6. KPI’s and Definition of •
Agree success metrics, KPI’s and evaluation frequency (Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly etc.)
Success Metrics
•
Demonstrate analytics functionality for follow-up and continuous improvement
•
Introduction to the Doctrin Analytics Dashboard, and platform success metrics
7. Routines & Ways of
•
Detailed product demonstration and walk through of functionalities
Working
•
Walk through routines and ways of working
•
Discuss routines and their effect on configurations
•
Shape new routines for working in the platform
•
Access to training environment and guided exercises

Module
Activity
1. Introduction, Vision &
Concept
Development & Goal Image
Onboarding
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Project Approach
Contents, Purpose & objectives
•
Technical configuration of production environment
•
Technical configurations of demonstration environments
•
Analytics Dashboard configuration
•
User details and emails
9. Testing & Configuration Testing of demonstration and production environment
of Demonstration&
Instructions on how to create use cases for training preparation of use cases for training purposes
Production Environments Confirm user professions and their access rights
10. End User Training
•
Platform demonstration
End User
•
Guided exercises in the demonstration environment
Training and
•
Demonstration of and access to demonstration environment (for training purposes)
Support flows
11. Super User / Admin •
Advanced platform training for super users
training
•
Introduction to administration interface
•
Explain and demonstrate configuration possibilities and change rights
•
Introduction to Doctrin support portal
12. Technical Support
•
Explain types of support issues
training
•
Support organisation and escalation paths
Go Live
Clinical Sign off
13. Approval to Go Live •
•
Approval to Go Live
14.Go Live Support
•
Provide dedicated development support for Go-Live and the following 7 days to address any issues
Review &
Conduct a review with key stakeholders 2 weeks post-Go live to ensure we have captured all issues and development
15. Enhance the solution •
Refine
requests and have a clear plan and timescale to address them
Module
Technical
Platform
Configuration
& Testing

Activity
8. Technical Platform
Configurations
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Best Practice implementation

▪ Find ambassadors and invite those who are positive to the project team

x Focus on those who are sceptical, trying to convert them first

▪ Include several professional roles in the project teams

x Start with one professional role and anchor the change with

▪ Aim for higher volumes - low patient volumes makes it difficult to reach
your objectives
▪ Find several answers to the question “why change?” so that most

people can identify with the why
▪ Define your long-term goals and starting point, be flexible and make
adjustments as you go along
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them
x Start with low patient volumes to smooth the learning curve
x Only formulate one “why” with the ambition to inspire everyone

with that
x Define objectives prior to your implementation work begins

A platform for the entire patient journey
Medical history assessment

Communication

Workflow management &
collaboration

Patient seeks care
Digital
consultation
Medical history
questionnaire

Structured medical
history report

Rule based
sorting to
profession

Patient-clinician
communication
Video, chat or
phone

Invite,
handover,
refer
Physical
consultation

Healthcare initiates
contact

Self-care

API and Integrations
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Operational improvements by data analysis

